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Ten days into Russia’s war in Ukraine, it has become clear that Moscow has miscalculated military ad-
venturism . Its primary policy objective - quick regime change in Kyiv – has failed. Instead of a Crimea 
style blitzkrieg, or a punitive operation against post-Maidan Ukrainian leadership, Russia is bogged 
down into a serious war where its personnel losses are already greater than it suffered in the 2nd 
Chechen war in years.  Based on the current situation in Ukraine, it is becoming clear that the Russian 
policy decision-making is being done in isolation: Vladimir Putin acted alone. 

On the other hand, Ukraine is winning the information and even the cyber war. The Ukrainian army 
continues to fiercely defend the country and the entire society is mobilized and contributing. The over-
whelming civil protests in the presence of the few occupying forces raising the question how, and for 
what price, Moscow wants to pacify even the Russian speaking territories of Ukraine. The impression is 
that the war could complete the identity shift initially started at the 2014 Maidan Revolution – the very 
opposite of what Putin was looking to achieve. 

Given Russia hasn’t achieved any of its policy objectives, but sustained most of the costs due to un-
precedented Western sanctions, it has an incentive to increase the intensity  of the war. The real risk 
for Moscow is the weaker state of its army as well as the potentially growing domestic disapproval 
as the war continues. The economic shock due to the sanctions impact is huge, comparable to the 
collapse of the USSR. As a knock on effect, the war will have a serious impact on  Western economies 
from increasing food to energy prices. Depending on China’s stance the consequences have big po-
tential to significantly fragment the global economy, which still remains fragile due to the pandemic. 

Russian Miscalculation 
The Russian army’s weak planning, poor logistics, outdated equipment, lack of effective communica-
tion and coordination as well as the fierce Ukrainian resistance have prevented  a swift victory.  The 
credible explanation for the strategic and tactical missteps is that Putin was genuinely convinced about 
launching a policing operation not a military one. At least, this would explain why the the Russian 
armed forces (RAF) acted at early parts of the mission as if they were on a peace mission.  

Nevertheless, on the Southern front RAF, invading from Crimea, surprised the Ukrainian armed forces 
(UAF) There the RAF had the necessary number of troops as well as technical and other dominance. 
Due to this, Russia is controlling sea routes and coastal strip from Kherson to Mariupol. Another land 
bridge is on the way toward Transnistria, encircling Odessa, and the UAF Donbas forces are also being  
slowly encircled. Graphical comparison of Russian advances suggests that despite many mistakes 
and losses, the RAF keeps moving forward. While the overwhelming protests against the presence of 
Russian troops put further pressure on the already low troops morale, the war is expecting to enter  a 
bloodier phase. 

According to Ukrainian official sources, the Russian military has already deployed up to 95% of its op-
erational reserves and started preparations for the deployment of additional forces and resources. The 
Ukrainian Ministry of Defence count has 11 thousand casualties on Russia side, what could be realistic 
as the combined toll of dead and injured. The published list of Russian prisoners has 116 names. West-
ern experts predict it will be about  three weeks before the RAF can be exhausted in terms of combat 
effectiveness. 

https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2022/0304/No-consultation-Putin-s-solo-path-to-war?fbclid=IwAR0xRoBUuOYyl6PkZznJAt_fUG7wBsOdwmCVUL22INCQN54i_K88Jta0DWg
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-russia-ukraine-cyberwar-could-outlast-the-shooting-war-11646456442
file://C:\Users\Roger%20Hilton\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\BADY8F2U\Given%20Russia%20hasn't%20achieved%20any%20significant%20political%20goals%20but%20has%20sustained%20most%20of%20the%20costs%20sanctions),%20it%20has%20an%20incentive%20to%20increase%20the%20heat%20of%20the%20war.%20The%20real%20risk%20for%20Moscow%20would%20be%20growing%20domestic%20disapproval%20as%20the%20war%20continues.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-russia-ukraine-cyberwar-could-outlast-the-shooting-war-11646456442
https://twitter.com/konrad_muzyka/status/1499884439043674113?s=11
https://tribun.com.ua/89675
https://www.osw.waw.pl/en/publikacje/analyses/2022-03-04/russias-attack-ukraine-day-8
https://www.pravda.com.ua/rus/news/2022/03/4/7328289/
https://twitter.com/kofmanmichael/status/1499967950975115269?s=11
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Given the current state of affairs, it is no wonder that the Russian military leadership was forced to 
make a shift in tactics, including the greater use of fighting aircrafts and shelling of key cities to break 
through defensive lines and crush the fighting spirit of the local population. The Russian airforce is now 
being used more frequently, but still it is relatively far from its actual capacity as the Ukrainian air de-
fense is still (!) operational. The UAF, expectedly, has moved defense to the cities, which in turn attracts 
even more Russian shelling. Russian supply chains are also being successfully attacked. Nevertheless, 
Mariupol and Kharkiv are encircled and fighting on-going. Kyiv and Odesa are being encircled and 
preparing for battle. Heating and electricity is scarce in the cities under siege. 

The battle for Kyiv will be decisive –  in what would be the first such an assault on the city since the WWII   
- but Russia has not been prepared for it, yet. In addition, the war of logistics will be another key factor. 

The next phase of Russia’s assault is a land operation, assuming the talks in Belarus would fail, accom-
panied by more airstrikes on the airports and military installations in Western Ukraine as well.  Russia 
is also shifting toward new Naval operations on the Black Sea what would allow them to fully control 
Ukraine Black Sea coastline following the Azov Sea. Meanwhile, the patience with the protests in oc-
cupied cities are dwindling, as Russian forces opened fire on protesters in Nova Kakhovka. 

So far, the Russian leader can probably count on the support of the average Russians, especially 
against the backdrop of the stringent control of the information space in Russia and only limited and 
very curated information offered to the public According to the state funded poll, which is  unlikely to 
be realiable, there is a rally-around-the-flag moment with 68% supported the “limited military opera-
tion”. Another state-owned Public Opinion Foundation (FOM) found that Putin rating has surged from 
60% to 71%. The Levada Center puts it at 50-50 in major cities. 

Ukrainian Resistance 
The local population remains highly dedicated to the war effort and has shown remarkable resilience. 
Per the Gradus Research, 82% of Ukrainians believe in victory over Russia, and only 1% of respondents 
agree to accept peace in Russian terms. President Zelensky’s approval rating is at 91% and Kyiv is win-
ning the media and social networks to promote the  Ukrainian narrative and messages. This effort is 
also supported by  Big Tech being clearly on Ukraine side. In contrast Russia has blocked the websites 
of the BBC, Voice of America, Radio Free Europe, Deutsche Welle, and Meduza for “spreading fakes 
about Ukraine” and adopted a fake news legislation.  Therefore,  essentially all  foreign-based media 
reporting in Russian is banned, isolating Russia from Western and Ukrainian  media influence. 

There are signs of a worsening humanitarian situation, which varies from region to region. The civil-
ian casualties are relatively low so far, given that the RAF has shown restraint in the beginning. From 
24 Feb—3 March, the UN human rights monitor recorded 1,006 civilian casualties: 331 killed, includ-
ing 19 children; 675 injured, including 31 children, mostly caused by shelling & airstrikes. The real 
toll is certainly much higher though. However, the intensity of the war is expected to increase in the 
residential areas. The intensified Russian military moves, and shelling are making it more difficult for 
civilians to move from the Eastern and Central parts to the West of the country. The extensive network 
of Ukrainian checkpoints are sometimes working  as choke points, which are  slowing down the flow 
of  displaced citizens and creating local conflicts. Looting has been spreading as well, the parliament 
urgently changed the Criminal Code to increase the punishment for it. With 1,5 million citizens have 
fled by now, this is Europe’s largest refugee crisis since the WWII . Despite severe obstacles to the 
movement of people, refugee numbers are expected to increase even further, given the war intensity 
will only grow. 

Spillover to Moldova 
The air strikes in Odesa on 24 February woke up the neighboring Moldova, too. The Sandu govern-
ment has already been trying to cope with the health and energy crisis, and is now facing unprec-
edented number of refuges – the highest per capita from all the neighbors - as well as a potential 
spillover of the war. 

file://C:\Users\Roger%20Hilton\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\BADY8F2U\Seeing%20more%20signs%20of%20aviation%20being%20employed.%20Still%20sporadic%20and%20in%20singles%20or%20pairs,%20small%20numbers%20compared%20to%20the%20actual%20tactical%20aviation%20available.%20Russian%20military%20first%20avoided%20using%20airpower,%20but%20has%20begun%20calling%20it%20in.
https://twitter.com/ralee85/status/1499398528627462147?s=11
https://www.fastcompany.com/90727935/as-russia-bombards-ukraine-it-could-become-a-battle-between-two-supply-chains
https://www.fastcompany.com/90727935/as-russia-bombards-ukraine-it-could-become-a-battle-between-two-supply-chains
https://korrespondent.net/ukraine/4454687-rossyiane-obstrelialy-mytynh-v-novoi-kakhovke-smy
https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/specialnaja-voennaja-operacija-v-ukraine-otnoshenie-i-celi
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/ukraine-war-one-poll-claims-trust-in-vladimir-putin-up-another-says-its-50-50-2798991
https://gradus.app/documents/164/Gradus_Research_Report_War_3_3_2022.pdf
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/02/can-volodymyr-zelensky-save-ukraine.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2022/02/can-volodymyr-zelensky-save-ukraine.html
https://ukraine.un.org/en/173923-ukraine-civilian-casualties-2400-3-march-2022
https://twitter.com/stevejfeldstein/status/1499728559740493827?s=11
https://twitter.com/maxseddon/status/1499687243329515520?s=11
https://www.reuters.com/world/uk/bbc-halts-reporting-russia-after-new-law-passes-2022-03-04/
https://ukraine.un.org/en/173923-ukraine-civilian-casualties-2400-3-march-2022
https://edition.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukraine-russia-putin-news-03-06-22/h_034974d19dabeb9ae7c19069427d348d
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Given that Moldova’s constitutional status is neutral, it has not sought NATO membership, and has no 
considerable armed forces, but Chisinau is trying to appear as neutral as possible. Accordingly, the 
government condemned the war but did not join EU sanctions. 

Due to domestic political pressure, it followed the example of Ukraine and Georgia, and submitted its 
application to the EU. This in turn  unleased protests from the separatist Transnistria region as well as 
info war from Russian outlets. While there is no evidence that any militar action against Moldova is in 
the cards, emotions will be further amplified. 

Back before 1989 
Given Russia hasn’t achieved any of its objectives, but sustained most of the costs, it has an incentive 
to increase the intensity of its military action  of the war. The goal is the same: trying to make Zelensky 
concede in the face of vastly superior forces and a devastating war. 

In terms of the war, the next two weeks will be decisive. Russia still  retains a  major military advantage. 
The war already has devastating impact on Ukraine economy, what will further increase.  The U.S. and 
its allies are looking into  a potential scenario with a Ukrainian government-in-exile and fueling a long 
insurgency against a Russian occupation, what will also prolong the war and bring further devastation. 

No Western sanctions will stop Putin. Some considers a scenario for tactical nuclear escalation can be 
in the cards. Nevertheless, this should be put into a context: Russia has invoked its nuclear arsenal to 
try to paralyze the West, creating conditions for Russia’s conventional forces without Western interfer-
ence. 

However, Putin is dead serious. Its longer-term objective is to roll back the post-1989 hegemony as 
evident also from the pre-war Russian demands to the US and NATO. From this perspective, this war is 
the coercion phase, and not only about Ukraine. With the war in Ukraine, the world is moving toward 
separate silos. It is telling that Turkey and Israel trying to facilitate, while the EU is not longer in the 
position to mediate. 

The Western sanctions created large shock in Russia and elsewhere. The expectations are that Rus-
sian quality of life may fall to levels comparable of Iranian or potentially even Venezuelan standards. 
But the sanctions impact will be disproportionally on the SMEs as well as the middle class, those who 
actually oppose Putin’s governance.   Asia, Africa, and China are still open for trade with Russia, even 
though Beijing looks rather hesitant to bail out Moscow. The gas futures are now at $3,000 or an abso-
lute record, the oil is over $130, close to its historic record ($143).  Europe will have to continue buying 
gas and there always will be loopholes and possibilities for business. Russia is self-sustainable in food 
and energy, Europe is not. The war of the two biggest wheat exporters will be rising global food costs, 
some of the EU sanctions will contribute to this.  The Western alliance should be treading carefully, as 
the sanctions spillovers can also weaken the global financial system. 

Finally, Putin can proceed with some fundamental changes in Russian economic order. It can move 
toward a Keynesian fiscal and monetary policy (i.e., stimulus) to cushion the impact of the sanctions. At 
least, he already announced a libertarian approach toward Russian business. In case of no changes, 
the war in Ukraine can destabilize the Russian political order. 

https://www.euronews.com/2022/03/07/in-moldova-s-east-maia-sandu-s-eu-membership-bid-divides-opinion
file://C:\Users\Roger%20Hilton\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\BADY8F2U\Given%20Russia%20hasn't%20achieved%20any%20significant%20political%20goals%20but%20has%20sustained%20most%20of%20the%20costs%20sanctions),%20it%20has%20an%20incentive%20to%20increase%20the%20heat%20of%20the%20war.%20The%20real%20risk%20for%20Moscow%20would%20be%20growing%20domestic%20disapproval%20as%20the%20war%20continues.
file://C:\Users\Roger%20Hilton\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\BADY8F2U\Given%20Russia%20hasn't%20achieved%20any%20significant%20political%20goals%20but%20has%20sustained%20most%20of%20the%20costs%20sanctions),%20it%20has%20an%20incentive%20to%20increase%20the%20heat%20of%20the%20war.%20The%20real%20risk%20for%20Moscow%20would%20be%20growing%20domestic%20disapproval%20as%20the%20war%20continues.
https://www.osw.waw.pl/pl/publikacje/analizy/2022-03-06/rosyjski-atak-na-ukraine-stan-po-dziesieciu-dniach?fbclid=IwAR0ZlUXqH31OSmOy_CRg0GKbKfwX2CsaxdRtS1iffAVolB7lvbwcqaC3Pk0
https://edition.cnn.com/2022/03/06/politics/ukraine-government-exile-us-europe/index.html
https://www.ft.com/content/b6bfd338-f2e0-43c2-96f2-0cd918303ea2
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/russian-federation/2022-03-05/russias-menacing-mix-religion-and-nuclear-weapons
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/dec/17/russia-issues-list-demands-tensions-europe-ukraine-nato
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/dec/17/russia-issues-list-demands-tensions-europe-ukraine-nato
https://www.dni.gov/index.php/gt2040-home/scenarios-for-2040/separate-silos?fbclid=IwAR1TbV5mnlrWsHcHEXjFQNJ1uQa8Hj4W88RInLhl7u0eMZjajmSsoMk8T1Q
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2022/3/4/russias-looming-economic-crisis-will-be-worse-than-1991
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2022/3/4/russias-looming-economic-crisis-will-be-worse-than-1991
https://www.bruegel.org/2022/01/can-europe-survive-painlessly-without-russian-gas/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-03/wall-street-is-already-pouncing-on-russia-s-cheap-corporate-debt
https://www.politico.eu/article/eu-sanctions-higher-food-prices-potash/
https://adamtooze.substack.com/p/chartbook-91-what-if-putins-war-regime?fbclid=IwAR1B1W2c7fBfLUEVdG7GW6gQY5c3IFlhzjWuBlna4o4kuq-LEDMAcVATbvQ&s=r
https://truthout.org/articles/a-russian-invasion-of-ukraine-could-destabilize-russias-political-order/?fbclid=IwAR13EegL-9h7Uuh0jcT5HOeKKZ1Cg2aixno0mOU7SyAVoMFY-lvQrfkU5go

